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Ways to take care of OUR Earth 

There are many ways we can protect and care for our Earth. Keep reading if you want to know how to 

care and protect your earth. 

 

• To start with, To take care of our earth and protect it we should use the 3 r recycle reduce and 

reuses that will help us take care of our earth. Next we should also buy less online because look 

all the things that bring if we order from online the box the plastic little bubbles that protect the 

items the plastic balloons almost all off us throw that in the trash and that can affect our earth 

because we are not recycling it or reducing it or reuses it. Also we should instead of buying 

something new that cost more money and you see someone throws the same thing you want 

then you should get it and reuses. Another thing you can do to help protect our earth and care is 

you should go on walks and pick up some trash or anytime you see trash on the street the beach 

water you should pick it up and recycle it. You can also pick up water bottles and recycle them 

and not only are you protecting our earth and caring for it you can also make some money off of 

that. Next, you should also reduce every time you leave the room or leave your house make 

sure you turn off every light. You can also take your own bags preferably reusable ones when 

you go to the grocery store. Last you can choose reusable travel cups instead of disposable 

paper or plastic cups. 

 

As you can see, this is how me and you and the people on this earth help protect and care for OUR 

Earth. For example use the 3 rrr and you will be able to help our earth and care for it. 

 

 


